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Photo CreditDunes: Stacy Small-Lorenz/NWFBrigantine flooding July 2015: http://www.pressofatlanticcity.com/gallery/torrential-rain-in-atlantic-county/collection_b9d64e36-2b01-11e5-bb2a-3b886581d439.htmlHurricane Sandy: NASA flickrNWF has been leading a process to compile technical guidance for communities interesting in trying out ecological solutions to coastal community hazards. We are particularly interested in identifying practices that can reduce risks to communities while yielding fish, wildlife, recreational and educational benefits, and hopefully in the long run cost savings to the community.  So we are working with DEP and many other New Jersey partners to compile a great deal of information that is out there, draw insights and lessons already learned from what has been tried and tested on the ground, and turn that back around in an interactive, online format. 



Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards

When functional and intact, natural systems 

provide our best protection against floods 

and storms

• Coastal ecosystems are the most cost-

effective and ecologically sound storm 

buffers

• Without them, the cost of climate adaptation 

would be magnitudes higher

• Salt marsh vegetation has significant wave 

attenuation and shoreline stabilization 

benefits

Martin and Watson. 2016. Nature Climate Change



Climate-Smart Conservation Cycle
A Framework for Adaptation Planning and Implementation

Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards



Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards

ECO SOLUTIONS

Principles
ECO SOLUTIONS

Principles

Manage for change, embrace forward looking goals

Include a range of projections in decision-making

Link resilience actions to projected climate risks and known natural hazards

Consider broader landscape context as part of your resilience strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Manage for change, embrace forward looking goals. Build climate change projections into project design and land use plans.  Account for climate influence & natural hazards on project success & quality of life.   Include a range of projections in decision-making. Link community resilience actions to projected climate risks and known natural hazards. Consider broader landscape context as part of your resilience strategy. Coordinate among government and NGO entities and across neighboring projects to discuss site conditions, evaluate project impacts, erosion history and potential challenges at a larger scale.  Share knowledge and technical resources to “scale up” to achieve regional benefits.



Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards

ECO SOLUTIONS

Principles
ECO SOLUTIONS

Principles 

Seek solutions that are mutually beneficial to people and nature

Ecological solutions offer additional co-benefits: fisheries, erosion control, pollination, 
eco-tourism, stormwater management, groundwater recharge, etc.

Use the “softest” approach possible, based on site conditions

Incorporate best science and ecological practices available into project siting & design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seek solutions that are mutually beneficial to people and nature, with ecological co-benefits (e.g. fisheries, recreation, habitat, eco-tourism).Ecological techniques can provide/maintain/improve habitat and ecosystem function and enhance coastal resilience over time. Ecological projects may provide additional valuable ecosystem services, such as fisheries, erosion control, pollination, eco-tourism, stormwater retention and purification, groundwater recharge. Use the “softest” approach feasible, based on site conditions and comparable stabilization and risk reduction activities.  Incorporate the best possible science and practices into project siting, design, construction, evaluation, and adaptive managementBe alert to unintended consequences.  Avoid projects that would be detrimental to fish & wildlife or transfer risks to neighboring lands or communities -- assess contamination, invasive species and erosion risks, and avoid creating “habitat sinks.” 
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COASTAL HAZARDS

Sea Level Rise & Saltwater Intrusion

NWF/Stacy Small-Lorenz

NWF/Stacy Small-
Lorenz

NWF/Stacy Small-Lorenz

NWF/Stacy Small-Lorenz
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Saltwater intrusion infographic – from “teachoceanscience.net” supported by NPSOther saltSLRRelative sea level rise is much higher in the mid-Atlantic region that the global average.  Roughly 1 foot since 1900. This exceeds the global average by 8 inches. This has been attributed primarily to land subsidence and changes in ocean circulation, although there are several other contributing factors.Along with sea level rise comes increased flood risk, erosion, ecosystem transformation or even die-off, and saltwater intrusion into the groundwater.    We are seeing marshes transformed into beaches and forests dying off from saltwater intrusion into root systems.



Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards

Joaquin, 2015

Sandy, 2012
U.S. Air Force/Master Sgt. Mark C. Olsen

Wikimedia/Pierre cb

COASTAL HAZARDS

Storms: Hurricanes & Nor’easters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All images public domain:Sandy – NASA flickrJoaquin – NOAA flickrSandy Damage – US Air Force WikimediaNor’easter Damage - Flooding at 14th and West Ave in Ocean City, Wikimedia CommonsWe are also facing more severe storms and hurricanes with associated flood, storm surge, erosion & wind damage.
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COASTAL HAZARDS

Storms: Hurricanes & Nor’easters
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Courtesy climatecentral.org

COASTAL HAZARDS

Heavy Precipitation Increasing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are also seeing a trend of increasing heavy precipitation in New Jersey, that’s causing regular nuisance flooding and can be disastrous combined with storm surge.



Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards

ECO SOLUTIONS

Types of Ecological Solutions
 Conservation and restoration of ecosystems
 Hybrid green-gray infrastructure
 Landscaping with native plants
 Green storm water management
 Ecological mosquito control
 Restoring hydrology, groundwater conservation
 Development setbacks
 Open space
 BMPs for fish & wildlife 



Conserve, Restore, Protect Breeding Habitat
• Protect open sand overwash fans, don’t 

overfence/overplant
• Protect native dune vegetation
• Avoid installing hard structures 
• Avoid introduction & spread of invasive 

vegetation
• Plug gaps in dunes; build crossovers

GOAL : HABITAT 
CONSERVATION

Conserve habitat for beach-
nesting birds and migratory 

shorebirds

GOAL : COMMUNITY 
PROTECTION

Protect communities from 
storm surge, SLR impacts , 

flooding, & erosion

Conserve, protect, create dune/swale 
complexes & beaches

Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards

BMPs



Conserve, Restore, Protect Breeding Habitat
• Protect open sand overwash fans, don’t 

overfence/overplant
• Protect native dune vegetation
• Avoid installing hard structures 
• Avoid introduction & spread of invasive 

vegetation
• Plug gaps in dunes; build crossovers

GOAL : HABITAT 
CONSERVATION

Conserve habitat for beach-
nesting birds and migratory 

shorebirds

GOAL : COMMUNITY 
PROTECTION

Protect communities from 
storm surge, SLR impacts , 

flooding, & erosion

Minimize Disturbance to Nests & Chicks

• Avoid beach raking in breeding season
• Keep free-roaming pets off beaches in 

breeding season
• Reduce recreational impacts to nests
• Reduce human-associated predators

Conserve, protect, create dune/swale 
complexes & beaches

Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards

BMPs



Conserve Coastal Stopover Habitats

• Avoid new development in/near key 
coastal habitats

• Establish development setbacks for habitat 
migration

• Prioritize living shorelines over hard 
stabilization

GOAL : HABITAT 
CONSERVATION

Conserve habitat for beach-
nesting birds and migratory 

shorebirds

GOAL : COMMUNITY 
PROTECTION

Protect communities from 
storm surge, SLR impacts , 

flooding, & erosion

Conserve, protect, create dune/swale 
complexes & beaches
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Conserve Coastal Stopover Habitats

• Avoid new development in/near key 
coastal habitats

• Establish development setbacks for habitat 
migration

• Prioritize living shorelines over hard 
stabilization

GOAL : HABITAT 
CONSERVATION

Conserve habitat for beach-
nesting birds and migratory 

shorebirds

GOAL : COMMUNITY 
PROTECTION

Protect communities from 
storm surge, SLR impacts , 

flooding, & erosion

When Conducting Beach Nourishment:
• Use clean, appropriate grain-sized 

sediment
• Prevent introduction of vegetation into red 

knot habitat
• Clean construction equipment off-site 

before use
• Schedule nourishment to avoid red knot 

disturbance

Conserve, protect, create dune/swale 
complexes & beaches
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Conserve Coastal Stopover Habitats

• Avoid new development in/near key 
coastal habitats

• Establish development setbacks for habitat 
migration

• Prioritize living shorelines over hard 
stabilization

GOAL : HABITAT 
CONSERVATION

Conserve habitat for beach-
nesting birds and migratory 

shorebirds

GOAL : COMMUNITY 
PROTECTION

Protect communities from 
storm surge, SLR impacts , 

flooding, & erosion

When Conducting Beach Nourishment:
• Use clean, appropriate grain-sized 

sediment
• Prevent introduction of vegetation into red 

knot habitat
• Clean construction equipment off-site 

before use
• Schedule nourishment to avoid red knot 

disturbance

Manage Direct Disturbance & Predators

• Minimize & monitor human disturbances
• Avoid beach raking while red knots are 

present
• Minimize & monitor disturbance from 

predators and loose pets

Conserve, protect, create dune/swale 
complexes & beaches

Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards

BMPs



GOALS

• Stabilize Shoreline     

• Build/Retain Land Mass

• Attenuate Storm Surge

• Provide Windbreaks

• Create Habitat

ACTIONS

• Conserve, protect and plant native dune vegetation
• Plug gaps in existing dune systems
• Establish and enforce local dune protection ordinances
• Consider neighbor impacts: erosion, sediment depletion
• Incorporate SLR into beach management plans
• Incorporate SLR and coastline migration into land use 

planning, zoning, and local ordinaces
• Design beach access pathways to cross over, not cut 

through, dunes
• Use best management practices for beach and dune 

nesting wildlife species

Dunes Conservation

COASTAL HAZARDS

• Coastal Storms (Hurricanes and Nor’easters)
• Erosion
• Flooding
• Sea Level Rise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GOALSStabilize ShorelineRestore, maintain, protect vegetated dune complexes	Dune vegetation provides excellent erosion control benefits.Build Land MassRoots and above-ground herbaceous and woody plant structures capture and retain sand for dune establishment and accretion.Attenuate Storm SurgeVegetated dunes reduce magnitude, height, and energy of storm surge.Dunes vegetation captures debris/sand.Vegetated dunes reduce scour/erosion impacts.Provide WindbreaksWoody vegetation functions as windbreaks to protect properties and shelter wildlife from storm damages.Create HabitatExcellent dune and beach stewardship creates valuable habitat and eco-tourism opportunities.Implement Best Management Practices for beach-dependent wildlife species to avoid creating ecological traps.ACTIONSConserve, protect and plant native dune vegetation appropriate to dune zones (foredunes, primary, secondary, and tertiary dunes). Restore and maintain vegetated dune complexes in conjunction with wide <beach berms>.  Plug gaps in existing dune systems. Establish and enforce local dune protection ordinances.  In beachfront communities, use native dune vegetation in public and private landscaping. HedgerowsPublic parks Green/Blue Acres lots Control non-native, invasive plants in dunes and prohibit sale and use of invasive plants in your community. Use best management practices for beach and dune nesting wildlife species. These actions address the following goals:<Shoreline Stabilization><Land Building><Storm Surge Attenuation><Windbreaks><Habitat>COASTAL HAZARDSCoastal Storms (Hurricanes and Nor’easters)Storm SurgeHeavy PrecipitationFloodingHigh WindsErosionLand Loss Sediment/DebrisChanges to Barrier IslandsFloodingNuisance FloodingStorm SurgeConversion of Land to Open WaterLong-term InnundationSea Level RiseHigh rate rSLR in mid-Altantic Ocean DynamicsLand SubsidenceHyperlink to Goals: Stabilize Shoreline, Build Land Mass, Attenuate Storm Surge, Provide Windbreaks, Create Habitat



GOALS

• Build/Retain Land Mass

• Stabilize Shoreline

• Attenuate Storm Surge

• Provide Windbreaks

• Create Habitat

ACTIONS
• Conduct beach profile surveys to identify points of 

vulnerability 
• Manage for wider beach berms, vegetated dune 

complexes 
• Avoid or remove hard structures that erode beaches
• Consider neighbor impacts of beach management
• Incorporate SLR into beach management and land use 

plans, zoning
• Incorporate projected coastline migration pathways into 

land use planning
• Use best management practices for beach and dune 

nesting wildlife species

Beach Conservation

COASTAL HAZARDS

• Coastal Storms (Hurricanes and Nor’easters)
• Erosion
• Flooding
• Sea Level Rise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GOALSBuild Land MassBeach nourishment provides a source of sand for dune establishment and growth, in combination with dune building vegetation.Attenuate Storm SurgeWider beach berms combined with vegetated dune complexes can attenuate storm surge impacts.Stabilize ShorelinesBeach nourishment can offset erosion and inland retreat of coastline, combined with dunes conservation practices.Ecological approaches to beach and dune management are preferable to hard armoring, which blocks sediment transport and transfers erosion impacts to neighboring lands and communities.Create HabitatExcellent beach stewardship creates valuable habitat and eco-tourism opportunities. Implement Best Management Practices for beach-dependent wildlife species to avoid creating ecological traps.  Beaches provide nesting habitat for endangered species, including migratory birds, turtles, and beetles as well as critical migratory bird stopover habitat.ACTIONSConduct beach profile surveys to identify points of vulnerability, such as active erosion, sediment depletion, gaps in landward dunes, low dunes, absence of vegetation, and narrow beaches.  Model storm surge attenuation potential of beach & dune system in beachfront communities.Manage for wider beaches in combination with vegetated dune complexes, to achieve maximum resilience and wildlife benefit.Avoid introducing and look for opportunities to remove hard structures that contribute to scouring, erosion, and land loss in beach environments.Consider neighbor impacts in beach management activities, e.g. blocking  sand transport or accelerating erosion/land loss.  Incorporate sea level rise and coastline migration projections into beach management plans, using readily available tools like NJ Flood Mapper or NOAA’s Digital Coast.Incorporate projected coastline migration pathways into land use planning, zoning and local ordinances.Design beach access pathways to cross over, not cut through, dunes.Manage for wider beaches in combination with vegetated dune complexes, to achieve maximum resilience and wildlife benefit.Avoid introducing and look for opportunities to remove hard structures that contribute to scouring, erosion, and land loss in beach environments.These actions address the following goals:<Shoreline Stabilization><Land Building><Storm Surge Attenuation><Windbreaks><Habitat>COASTAL HAZARDSCoastal Storms (Hurricanes and Nor’easters)Storm SurgeHeavy PrecipitationFloodingHigh WindsErosionLand Loss Sediment/DebrisChanges to Barrier IslandsFloodingNuisance FloodingStorm SurgeConversion of Land to Open WaterLong-term InnundationSea Level RiseHigh rate rSLR in mid-Altantic Ocean DynamicsLand SubsidenceHyperlink to Goals: Stabilize Shoreline, Build Land Mass, Attenuate Storm Surge, Provide Windbreaks, Create Habitat



GOALS

• Build/Retain Land Mass

• Stabilize Shoreline

• Attenuate Storm Surge

• Provide Windbreaks

• Create Habitat

ACTIONS
• Conserve groundwater to reduce land subsidence
• Design beach access pathways to cross over, not cut 

through, dunes
• Use BMP’s for beach and dune nesting wildlife species

o Allow access to dunes for beach nesting wildlife
o Prevent disturbance and nest predation by pets and 

wildlife
o Allow sand overwash fans to remain
o Don’t rake the wrack line
o Minimize disturbance to beach nesting wildlife and 

migrating shorebirds
o Match beach nourishment sand w native substrate

Beach Conservation

COASTAL HAZARDS

• Coastal Storms (Hurricanes and Nor’easters)
• Erosion
• Flooding
• Sea Level Rise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GOALSBuild Land MassBeach nourishment provides a source of sand for dune establishment and growth, in combination with dune building vegetation.Attenuate Storm SurgeWider beach berms combined with vegetated dune complexes can attenuate storm surge impacts.Stabilize ShorelinesBeach nourishment can offset erosion and inland retreat of coastline, combined with dunes conservation practices.Ecological approaches to beach and dune management are preferable to hard armoring, which blocks sediment transport and transfers erosion impacts to neighboring lands and communities.Create HabitatExcellent beach stewardship creates valuable habitat and eco-tourism opportunities. Implement Best Management Practices for beach-dependent wildlife species to avoid creating ecological traps.  Beaches provide nesting habitat for endangered species, including migratory birds, turtles, and beetles as well as critical migratory bird stopover habitat.ACTIONSConserve groundwater.  Excessive groundwater pumping combined with the inland migration of the coastline contributes to land subsidence and accelerates local SLR. Land subsidence also accelerates saltwater intrusion into aquifers, contaminating water supplies and killing off native vegetation, which further accelerates erosion and storm exposure. Overdraft of groundwater also contributes to land subsidence and higher rates of relative sea level rise in the mid-Atlantic region. Use best management practices for beach and dune nesting wildlife species. Constructing beaches and dunes may attract wildlife of conservation concern, and it is entirely possible to manage for recreation, protection, and wildlife habitat through applying best management practices for wildlife <link to wildlife BMPs section>, which can even be codified into local <ordinances> and implemented through public outreach campaigns and volunteer beach stewards.Engage volunteer docents as beach stewards to conduct monitoring and outreach to beach users.These actions address the following goals:<Shoreline Stabilization><Land Building><Storm Surge Attenuation><Windbreaks><Habitat>COASTAL HAZARDSCoastal Storms (Hurricanes and Nor’easters)Storm SurgeHeavy PrecipitationFloodingHigh WindsErosionLand Loss Sediment/DebrisChanges to Barrier IslandsFloodingNuisance FloodingStorm SurgeConversion of Land to Open WaterLong-term InnundationSea Level RiseHigh rate rSLR in mid-Altantic Ocean DynamicsLand SubsidenceHyperlink to Goals: Stabilize Shoreline, Build Land Mass, Attenuate Storm Surge, Provide Windbreaks, Create Habitat



GOALS

• Build/Retain Land Mass

• Stabilize Shoreline

• Attenuate Storm Surge

• Provide Windbreaks

• Create Habitat

ACTIONS
• Inventory and map beach & dune systems in your 

community
• Incorporate SLR and coastline migration projections into 

all land use planning
• Establish ample development setbacks behind secondary 

dunes that take SLR projections and storm surge into 
account

• Cluster development in such a way that it is set back from 
the water’s edge with wide natural buffers

• Survey beach and dune profiles to identify points of 
vulnerability

Land Use Planning

COASTAL HAZARDS

• Coastal Storms (Hurricanes and Nor’easters)
• Erosion
• Flooding
• Sea Level Rise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GOALSBuild Land MassBeach nourishment provides a source of sand for dune establishment and growth, in combination with dune building vegetation.Attenuate Storm SurgeWider beach berms combined with vegetated dune complexes can attenuate storm surge impacts.Stabilize ShorelinesBeach nourishment can offset erosion and inland retreat of coastline, combined with dunes conservation practices.Ecological approaches to beach and dune management are preferable to hard armoring, which blocks sediment transport and transfers erosion impacts to neighboring lands and communities.Create HabitatExcellent beach stewardship creates valuable habitat and eco-tourism opportunities. Implement Best Management Practices for beach-dependent wildlife species to avoid creating ecological traps.  Beaches provide nesting habitat for endangered species, including migratory birds, turtles, and beetles as well as critical migratory bird stopover habitat.ACTIONSConserve groundwater.  Excessive groundwater pumping combined with the inland migration of the coastline contributes to land subsidence and accelerates local SLR. Land subsidence also accelerates saltwater intrusion into aquifers, contaminating water supplies and killing off native vegetation, which further accelerates erosion and storm exposure. Overdraft of groundwater also contributes to land subsidence and higher rates of relative sea level rise in the mid-Atlantic region. Use best management practices for beach and dune nesting wildlife species. Constructing beaches and dunes may attract wildlife of conservation concern, and it is entirely possible to manage for recreation, protection, and wildlife habitat through applying best management practices for wildlife <link to wildlife BMPs section>, which can even be codified into local <ordinances> and implemented through public outreach campaigns and volunteer beach stewards.Engage volunteer docents as beach stewards to conduct monitoring and outreach to beach users.These actions address the following goals:<Shoreline Stabilization><Land Building><Storm Surge Attenuation><Windbreaks><Habitat>COASTAL HAZARDSCoastal Storms (Hurricanes and Nor’easters)Storm SurgeHeavy PrecipitationFloodingHigh WindsErosionLand Loss Sediment/DebrisChanges to Barrier IslandsFloodingNuisance FloodingStorm SurgeConversion of Land to Open WaterLong-term InnundationSea Level RiseHigh rate rSLR in mid-Altantic Ocean DynamicsLand SubsidenceHyperlink to Goals: Stabilize Shoreline, Build Land Mass, Attenuate Storm Surge, Provide Windbreaks, Create Habitat



Marsh Habitat BMPs
• Establish & enforce ample no wake zones
• Implement ecological BMPs for mosquito 

control
• Prioritize living shorelines over hard 

armoring for stabilization
• Establish development setbacks & 

designate wetland migration corridors

GOAL : HABITAT 
CONSERVATION

Conserve habitat for wetland 
dependent marsh birds

GOAL : COMMUNITY 
PROTECTION

Protect communities against 
erosion, land loss, SLR and 

coastal storm impacts

Conserve, protect, manage 
for intact tidal marshes

Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards

BMPs



ACTIONS

• Identify and assess condition of all tidal 
marshes on public & private lands

• Set and enforce a zero loss policy of existing 
tidal marshes

• Incorporate SLR marsh migration projections 
into land use zoning/open space planning

GOALS

• Stabilize Shoreline     

• Build/Retain Land Mass

• Attenuate Storm Surge

• Create Habitat

Land Use 
Planning & Zoning

COASTAL HAZARDS

• Coastal Storms (Hurricanes and Nor’easters)
• Erosion
• Flooding
• Sea Level Rise



ACTIONS

• Establish a goal of protecting/restoring all tidal marshes in 
your municipality 

• Reduce, soften, eliminate rigid vertical structures along 
wetlands

• Prioritize ‘living shorelines’ practices for shoreline 
stabilization in estuary communities, over hard armoring

• Involve hunters/anglers/birders in marsh monitoring 
• Refocus mosquito control efforts to be ecologically sound
• Reverse wetland damages from mosquito control practices
• Control human-associated predators, such as feral cats
• Establish, observe, and strictly enforce ample “no wake 

zones” to prevent shoreline erosion
• Restore tidal flow where it has been severed

GOALS

• Stabilize Shoreline     

• Build/Retain Land Mass

• Attenuate Storm Surge

• Create Habitat

Ecosystem 
Management

COASTAL HAZARDS

• Coastal Storms (Hurricanes and Nor’easters)
• Erosion
• Flooding
• Sea Level Rise



ACTIONS

• Promote a culture shift away from grass turf and 
towards native vegetation in uplands

• Promote landscaping with native plants and leaf 
mulching that improves soil condition

• Reduce impervious surface cover 

• Promote low-impact-development practices, e.g. 
capturing and using rainwater where it falls

GOALS

• Stabilize Shoreline     

• Build/Retain Land Mass

• Attenuate Storm Surge

• Create Habitat

Reduce 
Pollution Runoff

COASTAL HAZARDS

• Coastal Storms (Hurricanes and Nor’easters)
• Erosion
• Flooding
• Sea Level Rise



ACTIONS
• Publicly declare the importance of tidal marshes to 

community resilience and commit to excellent wetlands 
stewardship 

• Recognize and reward private landowners who 
demonstrate excellent stewardship of tidal marshes & 
adjacent uplands

• Reduce pressure on marshes from mosquito control by 
publicly promoting ecologically sound practices

• Marsh v. container-breeding mosquitoes
• Natural mosquito predators
• Targeted spraying

GOALS

• Stabilize Shoreline     

• Build/Retain Land Mass

• Attenuate Storm Surge

• Create Habitat

Public Outreach

COASTAL HAZARDS

• Coastal Storms (Hurricanes and Nor’easters)
• Erosion
• Flooding
• Sea Level Rise



Conserve, Restore, Protect Scrub-Shrub Cover

• Map & protect scrub-shrub patches where 
they exist

• Control or remove Phragmites wherever 
possible and ecologically appropriate

• Manage human-associated nest predator 
populations

GOAL : HABITAT 
CONSERVATION

Conserve habitat for shrub-
nesting birds and migratory 

songbirds

GOAL : COMMUNITY 
PROTECTION

Protect communities from 
storm surge, SLR impacts , 

flooding, & erosion

Conserve, protect, create maritime 
forest & scrub-shrub habitat

Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards

BMPs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Golden-winged Warblers breed in tangled, shrubby habitats such as regenerating clear cuts, wet thickets, and tamarack bogs. They often move into nearby woodland when the young have fledged. They spend winters in open woodlands and shade-coffee plantations of Central and South America.



Conserve, Restore, Protect Maritime Forest 
Cover

• Incorporate maritime forest tree canopy 
into public & private landscaping

• Conserve groundwater, manage aquifers to 
reduce saltwater intrusion

GOAL : HABITAT 
CONSERVATION

Conserve habitat for shrub-
nesting birds and migratory 

songbirds

GOAL : COMMUNITY 
PROTECTION

Protect communities from 
storm surge, SLR impacts , 

flooding, & erosion

Conserve, protect, create maritime 
forest & scrub-shrub habitat

Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards

BMPs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Golden-winged Warblers breed in tangled, shrubby habitats such as regenerating clear cuts, wet thickets, and tamarack bogs. They often move into nearby woodland when the young have fledged. They spend winters in open woodlands and shade-coffee plantations of Central and South America.FINISH BMPS



GOAL : HABITAT 
CONSERVATION

Conserve and create habitat 
for wildlife movement and 

migration

GOAL : COMMUNITY 
PROTECTION

Protect communities from 
storm surge, SLR impacts , 

flooding, & erosion

• Incorporate SLR into land use planning, 
zoning

• Install rain gardens & bio-swales to 
improve infiltration/groundwater recharge

• Establish native-vegetated buffer zones 
• Prioritize natural infrastructure over hard 

armoring shorelines
• Reduce impervious cover

Ecological Solutions for 
Coastal Developed Areas

Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards

BMPs



Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards

ECO SOLUTIONS

Principles
ECO SOLUTIONS

Considerations 
 Factor in SLR and precipitation trends

 Know the ecosystems in your community and surrounding landscape

 Evaluate site conditions: tides, wave energy, sediment transport, erosion, plant 
communities, wildlife, flood risk, etc.

 What is the project’s life expectancy, long-term maintenance requirements?

 Can your project self-repair after storm damage?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards

ECO SOLUTIONS

Principles
ECO SOLUTIONS

Considerations 
 Is your project beneficial, neutral, or detrimental to fish & wildlife? 

 Does it transfer risks to neighbors or downstream?

 Can it be done with natural materials? 
Use native plants wherever possible.

 Conserve groundwater

 Reduce impervious cover

 Leave room for nature to move

 Maximize eco-tourism potential



Building Ecological Solutions to Coastal Community Hazards

ECO SOLUTIONS

In Action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ecological Solutions in ActionSecaucusUpper Twp. in Cape May Co.Spring LakeLower Twp. Atlantic City, Gardner’s BasinWe have interdisciplinary teams going out to look at sites and commenting on municipal project designs to identify ecological solutions that address both community resilience and fish & wildlife habitat.  Seeking cost-effective ecological solutions to erosion, flooding, sea level rise, water quality issues.  



Web Design Underway

• NJDEP OCLUP
• Multiple entry points
• Links to technical resources
• May 2017 release
• Companion Guide

Questions: smalls@nwf.org
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